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ZUBADAN New Generation (Split type)

Even at the very low ambient temperatures, our ZUBADAN 
can provide powerful heating.

� Our unique flash injection circuit enables the nominal capacity to be maintained down to -15°C.

� The guaranteed operating range of the heating mode is extended down to -28°C.

Mitsubishi Electric’s Flash Injection Technology The Key to High Heating 
Performance at Low Outdoor Temperatures

Mitsubishi Electric’s unique “Flash Injection” circuit achieves remarkably high heating performance. This technology has resulted in an excellent 

heating capacity rating in outdoor temperatures as low as -15°C, and the guaranteed heating operation range of the heating mode has been extended 

to -28°C. Accordingly, the heat-pump units of the ZUBADAN Series are perfect for warming homes in the coldest regions. 

Improved Heating Performance

Designed for Optimal Heating
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The compressor is subjected to a heavy load when compressing 

liquid refrigerant, and the result is lower operation efficiency. 

The addition of HIC supports refrigerant heat exchange at two 

different pressure levels. The heat-exchange process transforms 

the injected liquid refrigerant into a gas liquid state, thereby de-

creasing the load on the compressor during the compression 

process.

Purpose: Transform liquid refrigerant into

 liquid-gas state

Effect: Injection circuit increases energy

 efficiency

Refrigerant passes from the HIC into the compressor through 

the injection port. Having two refrigerant inlets makes it possible 

to raise the volume of refrigerant being circulated when the out-

door temperature is low and at the start of heating operation.

Purpose: To increase the volume of refrigerant being circulated

Effect: Improves heating capacity at low outdoor temperatures, 

and enables higher outlet temperature adjustment and

higher defrost operation  speed
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� Flash Injection Circuit


